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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM

Invention has provided economical, clear, and rapid

communication by means of the typewriter. Healizing the

importance of this machine in the field of business, many

persons have made studies relating to the typewriter and

to typewriting copy. The studies relative to the machine
have been made to improve its efficiency. A few research

studies relating to copy material have been made in an

effort to devise some method for improvement of typewriting

instruction.

Business educators have long realized that some straight-

copy material is more difficult to typewrite than other copy.

Straight-copy material, that is, a series of connected para-

graphs, is generally accepted as the basis for measuring the

rate of typewriting. However, to date no measuring instrument

has been established to determine the ease or difficulty of

typewriting copy. The process of learning to typewrite in-

volves many variables, therefore, it is of primary importance



that the measuring instrument be invariable. A measuring 5

instrument which does not remain constant is impractical 5

and difficult to use as a standard. It is, therefore, 5

necessary to establish a method of determining whether
I

copy selected for use in measuring typewriting skill is

more or less difficult than other copy. Once the method

is established, typewriting textbook authors will be able

to devise testing materials which will more accurately

measure the skill achieved by typewriting students in the

classrooms.
Readability of elementary school textbooks has been

measured and this measurement has been of considerable

assistance to those who have written new reading materials

for children. When we consider this fact, we can readily

perceive that the isolation of factors that make for type-

writing difficulty will be of assistance to those who pre-

pare manuals for instruction in typewriting and to those

who seek to measure the degree of typewriting skill attained
‘

by typewriting students. Just as readability of the copy is

one of the factors involved in the process of learning to

read, so is the typewritability of the copy one of the fac- 5

tors involved in the process of learning to typewrite. 55
5
555



Hence, the investigator feels that standardizing textbook {

material according to the difficulty of straight-copy ma- l
terial is necessary. l

Previous studies have shown that the factor, per cent A
of frequently-used words, influences typewritability. There-

fore, the investigator feels this factor should be iselated
and its relationship to typewriting production determined in

order that typewriting textbook authors will be able to pre-
pare testing materials which will more accurately measure the

A skill attained by typewriting students.

Egg Purpgses gg ggg_§gggy

The purposes of the study were:
3

l. To determine the effect of per cent of frequently-
used words on the difficulty of typewriting straight-

copy material.

2. To determine whether or not there is a correlation
between per cent of frequently-used words and stroke

intensity of syllables.

3. To determine whether or not there is a correlation

y between per cent of frequently-used words and sylla-

bic intensity of words.

A. To determine whether or not there is a correlation
between per cent of frequently·used words and strokeintensity of words.
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In other words, the investigator was interested in L

determining whether or not production in typewriting
in-creasesor decreases when the copy contains a high per

L
cent of frequently-used words. The investigator was fur- I

ther interested in determining whether or not per cent of
L

frequently-used words is a true variable in typewriting

difficulty. Therefore, correlations were made between

per cent of frequently·used words and the factors, stroke

intensity of syllables, syllabic intensity of words and

stroke intensity of words, to determine whether or not

per cent of frequently-used words is a true variable or

is so interrelated with one or all of these factors that
it is not clearly distinguishable from them.

Hypothesis

The prevalent practice of beginning the instruction of
typewriting with those words which are most frequently used,
leads the investigator to believe that copy containing a

high per cent of frequently-used words is easier to typewrite
than copy containing a low per cent of such words.

Words which the typewriting student recognizes imedi·

ately by sight are more easily typewritten automatically

than are words which are less frequently used. In typewriting L
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10

b
frequently·used werds, word-whole recognition is used which

eliminates pauses in typewriting these words. Thus, the

Vspeed with which each word is typewritten is increased.

Theword”the," for example, is so frequently used that the typist

can often recognize and typewrite the word without conscious )

effort.
)

On the other hand, word·part recognition is used in

typewriting a less-frequently-used word, such as, ”coopera-
tion„” For example, "cooperation” must be broken into parts,

as, eo-op-er—a-tion, in typewriting. Because the typist

pauses between parts of the word, he writes the word slowly.

Considering the foregoing facts, the working hypothesis

for this study is that the reading and writing habits on

frequently·used words are mostly automatized and, therefore,

these words are more rapidly typewritten than are less·fre•

quently—used werds.

Definitions g£_Tggmg

§gg_gggt gf freguently-used ggggg refers to the number
of times words from a list of 500 most·used words are used

in a given piece of copy. This list is known as the Williams

Word Listl and is considered to be an authoritative list of

Iwilliams, Homer B., ”The Application of Vocabulary Studies
to the Preparation of Instructional Materials in Typewriting,”
(Unpublished Master's Thesis), Norman, Oklahoma, The University
of Oklahoma, 19h9.
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c frequently-used words. The total number of frequently-used
words in the copy divided by the total number of words in
the copy yields decimal per cent of frequently-used wcds.

Straight-copy material is material from which a type- )
5

written reproduction is made, which is devoid of problems y
found in typewriting tabulations, business forms and the

like. In this study the term will refer to the materials
used as timed writings selected from typewriting textbooks.

This term may be used interchangeably with connected gara-

graph material as defined in Wltten's2 study.
Definitions of other terms used are given in detail in

studies conducted by Lingerfeltß and Witten relating to
typewritability and will not be repeated here. The fore-

going definitions are given in detail here because they
cannot be found in the Lingerfelt or Witten studies.

2W1tten, Mildred A., ”The Relationship Between Syllabic
Intensity of Words and Typewritability,” (Unpublished
Master's Thesis), Blacksburg, Virginia, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, 1952.

i3Lingerfelt, Mildred C., ”The Relation Between Syllabic W
Stroke Intensit and Typewritabi1ity,” (ünpublished
haater's Thesis), Blacksburg, Virginia, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, 1952.



CHAPTER II
RELATED STUDIES L

Studies relative to this investigation have been

con-ducted,and a few support the hypothesis that per cent of l

frequently-used words affects the difficulty of typewriting

copy.

Bell) referred to a study by Shipley, who found that

fluctuation in a learner's typewriting production is not

necessarily caused by changes in his typewriting ability,

but more likely by the variation in difficulty of various

pieces of ccpy. Another study cited by Bell was an in-

vestigation made by Vandegrift and McMillon who reported

that all their subjects attained the highest speed on two-

and three-letter words. Many of these two- and three-

letter words are among those most frequently used.

Bell conducted a study to determine the effect of

stroke intensity, per cent of frequently-used words, and

syllabic intensity on typewriting performance. The study

was, therefore, divided into three experiments. Since this

study is primarily concerned with the effect of per cent of

KBel1, Mary LaVerne, ”Seme Factors of Difficulty in Type-
,

writing Copy,” (Unpublished Ed. D. dissertation), Norman,
Oklahoma, The University of Oklahoma, 1950.
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Ä frequently-used words on typewritability, only that phase

ef Bell's study will be reviewed here.
In the experiment concerned with frequently-used words

Bell designed eleven tests in which the number of frequently-

used words and the syllabic intensity were controlled. An

attempt was made to control stroke intensity, however, a

small variation was permitted. The hypothesis stated that

if stroke intensity and syllabic intensity are held con-

etant, a variation in the per cent of frequently-used words

causes a variation in the number of gross strokes produced.

After analysing the data, Bell concluded that "other factors

being controlled, there is an increase in the number of

strokes when the per cent of frequently-used words is in-

creased, and there is a decrease in the number of strokes
when the per cent of frequently-used words is decreased.”5

Fulleré conducted a study in an attempt to clarify

and analyse the possible relationship existing between

general reading technique and reading for typewriting, and

the relationship between typewriting skill and reading for

;Bell, gp. g;g., p. 56.

6Fu1ler, Donald C., "Reading Factors in Typewriting," Pennsyl-
vania State College, State College, Pennsylvania, l9h3 Delta
Pi Epsilon Research Award, Published by Oklahoma A. and M.
College.
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typewriting. He selected 100 secondary school students to
whom he administered (1) a reading test; (2) a reading test
on the eye-movement camera; (3) a typewriting test, and

L(k) a reading~for-typewriting test on the eye-movement camera.
Fuller concluded that word-recognition habits are funda-

mental in reading for typewriting. He states that, ”For~
comon familiar werds, the word-recognition patterns are

probably more or less automatic...”7 This indicates te the

investigator that words which are recognized automatically

probably are typewritten with little conscious effort.

Williamsa conducted a study to provide the teacher of

typewriting with a list of most-frequently-used words. After
a survey of word counte he concluded that the Horn, Thorndike-
Lorge and Rinsland vocabulary investigations should be used
as the basis for his study, because of their influence in
the preparation of present textbook material used in the
field of education. The combination of these three lists
represented both children and adult word lists incorporating
(1) business letters; (2) literature, both children and adult;
(3) personal letters, both children and adult; (k) magazines;and (5) compositions, both children and adult. The inclusion LFuller, gg. ggg., p. 103.
8w1111a¤s, gg. ggg.

L
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of these three lists then was more meaningful to the purpose
of his study--that of providing a list of words common to 1
all students. Study and tabulation of the first thousand V
most-frequently—used words on each list revealed a total

of 535 most commonly—used words and these were considered V

as approximately the first 500 of the combined list. Williams
5

concluded that the use of this combined common word list

should provide an accurate basis for the construction of

connected material that would gradually advance the student

from one level of typewriting skill to another. A copy of

the Williams Word List is included in Appendix B of this

study. ·
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CHAPTER III

mocsmuassSelectiongf the Problem

Te purpose of the study was to determine the relation-
6

ship between per cent of frequently-used words and typewrit-

ability in an effort to assist those who prepare manuals for

instruction in typewriting and those who seek to measure the

degree of skill attained by typewriting students. The in-

vestigator felt a definite need for a study of this problem

cf typewritability because of difficulties encountered in

analyzing students typewriting production. In attempting

to analyze typewriting problems of students on the secondary

level, the investigator has found many fluctuations in in-

dividual students typewriting production from copy to copy.

She is, therefore, interested in determining the effect of

per cent of frequently-used words in the copy upon students

production.

Collection gg ggg Data

Lingerfeltg and Wittenlo conducted studies which relate

to two other factors which centribute to typewritability.

;Lingerfelt, gp. cit.

lowitten, gp. cit.
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ITheir studies were based upon a testing program which they „
conducted in cooperation with two other persons making in-

‘

vestigations in typewritability. One of these persons was
i

the investigator. In view of the fact that Lingerfelt and

Witten discussed in detail the procedures used to secure ,

the data, only a brief list of the steps followed are given

here and the reader is referred to Lingerfelt or Witten for
more detailed information.

The investigators:

1. Secured the sponsorship of the Business Education
Service of the State Department of Education,
Richmond, Virginia.

, 2. Selected five frequently-used typewriting text-
b00k8ll*l2*l3°lh'l5 and secured permission from

IIBlanchard, Clyde I., and Smith, Harold H., Typinä gg;Business, Twogiear Course, The Gregg Publis ng ompany,
New York, 19h .

12DePew, Ollie, Complete Typgwriting, Allyn and Bacon,
Boston, l9L8.

13Lessenberry, D. D., and Crawford, T. James, 20th Cen-tur Tzpewriting, Fifth Edition, South-Western FuBIT§hing
Company, nc nnati, 19h?.

14Maxwell, W. C., Mursell, James L., and Fries, Albert C.,
Rhyähmic Qypewritigg, The Ronald Press Company, NewYork,1}

I
A

l5White, Walter T., and Reigner, Charles G., Rowe Typing,Second Edition, Baltimore, 19LL.
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the publishers to use the desired material in

these textbooks. A sample of letters to the

publishers may be found in Appendix A, pageléä.

3. Selected at random 121 timed writings from the 8

samples of straight·copy material taken from the

textbooks. A random sampling of these tests is

included in Appendix A, pages 50-60,

L. Selected at random and wrote letters (Appendix A,

page Öl) to the principals and business teachers

in 52 public schools throughout the State of

Virginia requesting cooperation in the administration

of timed writings to second year typewriting stu-

dents. Mimeographed postal cards (Appendix A,

page 63) were included in each letter to expedite

reply.

5. Prepared stencils and duplicated the timed writings

on 8 l/2* by 7* mimeograph paper, using a 60·space

line.
6. Collated booklets with ll timed writings in each

booklet according to an ll by ll experimental

lattice design.l6

I6Cochran, William G., and Cox, Gertrude M., Experimental
Desigs, John Wiley and Sons, New York, 195 , pp. — 5.
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7. Mailed 660 booklets to the participating schools

with instructions for the students (Appendix A,

page 6h) and the teacher (Appendix A, pages65-66).8.
Collected the booklets as they were returned by

the participating schools.

9. Reduoed the number of booklets to be analyzed from

the original 660 to 330. This step was necessary

because of incomplete returns.

10. Checked and tabulated strokes and errors for each

booklet. Errors were marked according to Inter-
national Typewriting Contest Rules.

I
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CHAPTER
IVANALYSISOF THE DATA W

Analysis gf Qgggg Writings

As has been previously stated, the investigator used

~ the Williams Word List to determine the number of frequently-

used words contained in each of the 121 samples of timed

writing copy used for the experiment. Frequently-used words

were carefully marked and counted for each timed writing.

The total number of actual words was obtained by counting

the white space following each word.

To determine the per cent of frequently-used words for

each of the 121 timed writings the number of frequently-used

words was divided by the total number of words. The per cent

of frequently-used words ranged from L6 to 73. This indi-

cated that from approximately one-half to three-fourths of

the words in the copy were frequently-used words.

In analyzing the data the purpose was to discover whether

the students' performance was affected by variations in per

cent ef frequently-used words. Table 1, pages 2l-27, shows

the tabulation of these data for the 121 timed writings

in-cluding:Test Number, Total Words, Frequently-Used Words,
X
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Table 1

Error Means for the 121 Samples of Test Material I

Test T<>*>&l ""°§‘;2ä°"° äiäqääääläf äiäääääiä °°§§§äf-°“Words uacaa gaga Kazaa Haan Haan
A- 1 154 107 .69480 6196.83 35.421
A- 2 175 128 .73142 6429.83 154.826

A- 3 175 119 .68000 6108.00 48.146

A- 4 183 119 .65027 5937.50 57.232
A- 5 210 155 .73809 6003.00 57.644

B- 6 206 114 .55339 6255.17 46.198

B- 7 211 140 .66350 5876.50 57.654

B- 8 203 121 .59605 6322.83 58.827

B- 9 _ 169 116 .68639 6430.33 39.344”,
B-10 231 156 .67532 6442.16 50.346
B-11 203 142 .69950 6410.33 53.789
B·12 186 116 .62365 6284.50 45.275
B-13 173 111 .64161 6155.33 46.053

B-14 192 118 .61458 6236.16 39.953
B-15 233 166 .71244 6366.16 49.021

B-16 203 126 .62068 6257.16 49.987
B·17 138 89 .64492 6434.33 48.545
B-18 225 149 .66222 6369.83 46.528



Table 1
(continued)

V

5... Tml
Words Used Woggs Maag Mggg

B-19 202 131 .64851 6320.83 57.752
B-20 182 109 .59890 6146.50 44.663
B-21 129 80 .62015 6241.66 46.342

B-22 157 88 .56050 6359.33 49.576
B-23 156 97 .62179 6146.16 42.976
B-24 210 122 .58095 6266.00 41.104

B-25 214 123 .57476 6106.16 45.178

B-26 181 100 .55248 5968.16 54.189
B-27 196 126 .64285 6201.00 50.060

B-28 155 102 .65806 6204.83 43.658
B-29 169 114 .67456 6235.33 50.251

B-30 169 107 .63313 6123.00 44.692

0-31 184 128 .69565 6334.66 56.960
C-32 168 116 .69047 6358.50 49.264

C-33 227 159 .70044 6457.16 49.640

0-34 139 75 .53956 5649.33 50.739
C-35 176 109 .61931 5883.50 43.848

1 c-36 170 110 .64705 5962.17 49.642
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Table l

(continued)

Siääääääi. °°§¥$§¥°°
ords mmtds Maaa Maaa

0—37 149 91 .61073 5792.83 50.836

C-38 186 136 .73113 6045.33 50.383

C-39 230 157 .68260 6300.83 41.371

D-40 193 116 .60103 6454.67 42.840

D-41 223 154 .69058 6053.67 51.058

D-42 205 122 .59513 6013.16 46.101

D-43 206 126 .61165 5721.00 57.737

D—44 177 82 .46327 5954.17 56.686

D-45 188 105 .55852 6581.67 51.948

D-46 196 136 .69387 6284.83 56.882

D-47 182 113 .62087 5958.50 47.827

D-48 174 106 .60919 6081.33 48.651

D-49 187 105 .56149 5887.67 50.777

D-50 195 128 .65641 6169.83 50.416

D-51 181 111 .61325 5816.33 51.475

D·52 174 121 .69540 6091.83 49.666

D-53 133 71 .53383 5834.83 52.967

E-54 154 98 .63636 5963.17 58.443



2#Table 1 F
(continued) I

...6 "’°3‘;Zä‘°"' äiäqääääläf €$2§3ä€§€„ °°§§$—ä§°°
E-55 164 112 .60869 5923.67 49.105
3-56 172 99 .57558 5567.66 #2.138
3-57 190 91 .47894 6197.16 53.936
E·58 168 90 .53571 6190.83 #3.076
3-59 155 9# .60645 6026.50 #9.318
E-60 199 130 .65326 59#3.00 43.052
E-61 166 84 .50602 6017.50 40.010
E•62 180 116 5 .6#4## 5989.00 48.89#
3·63 203 1## .70935 6154.17 #9.551
E—6# 176 101 .57386 5996.33 56.333
E-65 212 146 .68867 6265.16 #2.524

E·66 175 116 .66285 6035.50 #6.#l3
E•67 172 123 .71511 6267.67 57.603

E—68 13# 83 .619#0 5926.83 50.977
E-69 19# 13# .69072 6157.17 53.073
E-70 197 126 .63959 5937.50 55.430
E-71 184 121 .65760 6572.83 #9.412
E-72 222 140 .63063 6095.50 58.918

L........._............_..._____.
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(continued) 1

wm =·¤¤¤1 F’°«‘}‘äZä“’° Siäqäääiläf $$—Z§ää‘éiE„‘„ °°§§$l§§°°
Wbrdß Wogdg Used Woggg Mean Maag

E-73 191 127 .66492 6135.66 43.421

E—74 199 120 .60301 5135.67 48.780

E-75 221 127 .57466 5999.33 53.945
E•76 175 110 .62857 5861.83 56.467

E·77 179 126 .70391 6101.16 54.693

E•78 221 149 .67420 6185.33 46.774
E-79 174 116 .66666 5659.67 50.878
A•80 185 123 .66486 6455.00 46.123

A-81 214 144 .67289 6069.00 42.904

B•82 209 128 .61244 5589.50 49.921

B-83 140 101 .72142 6164.33 „ 50.105

B-84 171 107 .62573 5795.50 47•708
B•85 164 115 .70121 6314.33 49.623
B-86 201 139 .69154 5993.67 50.958
B—87 213 136 .63849 5978.50 50.321

B—88 191 129 .67539 6116.67 47.121

B-89 137 87 .63503 6447.33 45.282
B•90 145 91 .62758 6196.83 45.309
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lTable 1

(continued)

T... T<>*·=¤l "°§§§ä“""’ Siiqääääläf ?3§ä3ä€§‘ä„
°°‘é$$§§°°

Words Wogdg Qsgg Wordg gggg Megg

B- 91 18h 132 .71739 6578.50 50.672
~

O- 92 208 135 .64903 6102.83 k3.703

0- 93 145 92 .63448 6256.33 55.22h
C- 9h 182 107 .58791 6095.33 51.248

D- 95 175 104 .59428 6416.33 h3.100

D- 96 211 124 .58767 5830.67 55.481

U- 97 163 99 .60736 5746.00 45.303
D- 98 181 111 .61325 6289.83 51.676

D- 99 173 109 .63005 6034.33 50.165
D-100 161 112 .69565 6173.33 53.753
E-101 180 106 .58888 6062.50 44.158
E-102 195 108 .55384 6181.50 49.161
E-103 200 128 .64000 6219.83 5b.l93
E-104 178 93 .52247 6283.83 46.699

E•l05 175 114 .65142 6078.67 49.845

E-106 163 109 .66871 6091.83 48.576
E-107 193 115 .59585 6025.50 56.022

E-106 181 113 .62430 6026.16 49.862

0111..„..„..111..„..„..„..11111..1..1_........................................;
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Table 1

(continued)

Siäqääiääläf ?§i§äääE'£€„ °°E§§§§°°
Words ggzgs Haag garda Haan Mgan

E—109 169 96 .5680k 6255.50 h3.9k2
E·110 20h lhl .69117 598&.00 LL.u03

E-111 229 151 .65938 6086.33 51.567
B—112 158 10a .65822 6653.83 57.054

D-113 168 97 .57738 6366.17 52.161
E-11A 18h 112 .60869 623k.83 &5.898

D-115 195 130 .66666 6015.83 52.135

E·116 203 126 .62068 6165.83 50.528

D—117 171 107 .62573 5861.50 5&.513

B—118 17h 89 .511L9 5851.33 51.573
A-119 195 120 .61538 6031.67 53.552
D-120 172 105 .610a6 6123.17 58.296

0-121 198 126 .63636 6050.67 59.175
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Decimal Per Cent of Frequently-Used Words, Corrected Pro-

duction Means and Corrected Error Means. These means refer

to the average number of strokes and errors typewritten on

each test by five students.

Results gg Analysis gg Variance ggg §ggggg_gggg

In the analysis of errors, Snedecor's F-Test applied

to th variability which arose between replications in-
dicates a difference between replications at the 0.1% level.
Groups of 55 students took timed writings in each of six

replications. In other words, this indicated that each group

of students in each replication was different relative to
errors made.

The F-Test applied to rows also showed a significant

difference at the 0.1% level. These differences arose

between groups of five students, inasmuch as five students

took the timed writings in each row.

With reference to errors made, another difference

appeared between columns. The effect of the order in which

timed writings were taken was significant at the 0.1% level

when the F-Test was applied to variability. The fact that
there were increasingly more errcs as the timed writings

progressed is shown graphically in Figure 1, page 35.



i 29 PTable 2, page 30, shows the statistieal analysis of p
the variance for errors made.

There appeared to be no correlation between the number
of strokes typewritten and the number of errors made. This

is shown in Figure 2, page 36. Likewise, there appeared to
be no correlation between errors made and per cent of fre-
quently-used words• The absence of a general trend or
pattern in the plotting of the 121 timed writings in Figure L,
page 38, indicates there was no justification for a corre-
lation study between errors made and per cent of frequently-
used words.

gesults gg ggg Analgsäxräätzäriance gg; Strokes

The graphical plotting of the strokes typewritten
versus per cent of frequently-used words, Figure 3, page 37,
indicates a positive correlation. In other words, the gen-

eral pattern seems to slope upward, indicating less pro-
duction of strokes on the timed writings containing a lower
per cent of frequently-used wcrds. This infers that a high
per cent of frequently-used words would increase production
of strokes•



P

6 Table 2
Analysis of Variance For Errors Made

S9‘·u°°° d/f ot? Mean F·ratio
Squares Sguares

Replication 5 55 . 15h. 83 ll , 030. 97 135 0. 1%
Treatments 120 28,770.86 239.76 2.91 0.1%
Rows, Adjusted 60 60,026.82 l,00O.h5 12.20 0.1%
Columns, Adjusted 60 13.756.03 229.27 2.80 0.1%
Error _g§Q 39,273.h8 81.82 ·-—— ·-——725 193 .982.03
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} The effects shown in the Analysis of Variance for 1

Strokes Typewritten, Table 3, page 32, aresignificantlydifferent
at the 0.1% level. However, the linear trend

ef errors made versus order of tests given (columns) as

shown in Figure 1 did not reappear for strokes typewritten.

Correlation of Per Cent of Fre uentl -Used Words and

As previously stated, the purpose of this study was
' to determine the relationship of frequently-used words to

difficulty of the typewriting material.
The data from the last twc columns of Table 1, pages

21-27, were plotted as a first step to determine the justi-
fication for a correlation study. Mathematical studies
were made which revealed a correlation coefficient of 0.237
between per cent of frequently-used words and total number

of strokes produced.
‘ Fiducial limits were determined which reveal the prob-

ability that 95 times out of a hundred the true correlation

will be within the range of 0.057 to 0.39A6. The prob-

ability that 99 times out of 100 there will be a correlation

between per cent of frequently-used werds and total number

of strokes produced ranges from the confidence limits of 0
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance for Strokes Typewritten

d/f ox? MBHH F-ratio
Squatßa Sguares

Replication 5 73,76L,723 l&,752,9h5 226.67 0.1%

Treatments 120 58,509,3hS L87,578 7.L9 0.1%

Rows, Adjusted 60 108,96h,557 1,816,076 27.90 0.1%

Columns, Adjusted 60 8,88l,2L9 la8,021 2.27 0.1%
Error #80 31 239 237 65 081 ---- ----
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to .LLlL. That is, 99 times out of 100 the true oorrelation
will be within this range. Table L, page BL, reveals that

the chances are less than one in 1000 that there is no
correlation between per cent of frequently-used words and

total number of strokes produced.

Correlation gf Per Cent of Freguentlg-Used Words and
StroEe Intensfty g_ I a es

A mathematical study was made between per cent of

frequently-used words and stroke intensity of syllables

which revealed a correlation coefficient of .2156 between
these two factors.

Correlation of Per Cent gg Freguentl%·Used Words and
Sfllabic Intens ty g_ o s

The mthematical study made between per cent of fre-
quently used words and syllabic intensity of words revealed

a correlation coefficient of .220L between these two factors.
‘ Correlation of Per Cent g§ Freäuently-Used Words and1 Btro e ntens ty g_ or s

A mathematical study was made which revealed a corre-

lation coefficient of .33 between per cent of frequently·

used words and stroke intensity of words.
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Table L
Analysis of Variance for Correlation

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
smc. ”°g§§°° SZ'; Mean

Exaudum Sqnataa Squares F·Ratio
Correlation 1 .0562 .0562 7.1
Residual 112 .9L38 .0079
Tota1 120 1.0000

F-Ratio was significant at 0.1% level
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CHAPTER V 4

CONCLUSIOHS AND RECOMMENDATIONS Ä

Conclusions

The following general conclusions were drawn from the

results of this study:

1. There is a correlation coefficient of 0.237 be-

tween per cent of frequently-used words and the

amount of copy produced on a typewriter in a given

period.

The correlation showed that an increase in per

cent of frequently-used words produced a corre-

sponding increase in the number of strokes type-

written, over the range investigated. The range
‘ in per cent of frequently-used words was from

.h6327 to .73809. The correlation between per

cent of frequently-used words and the strokes

produced leads the writer to conclude that per

cent of frequently-used words affects typewriting

production.

2. The results indicate that there were increasingly

more errors as the timed writings progressed.
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The increase in the number of errors as the

timed writings progressed is unexplained. There

may have been an element of fatigue on the part
of the subjects. Lack of the usual motivation,
that is, testing for class marks, also may have

contributed to the increase in errors.
3. There appeared to be no correlation between the

errors made and per cent of frequently-used words.
This absence of correlation proved interest-

ing because the writer felt it reasonable to assume
that if per cent of frequently-used words is a

difficulty factor, as this study indicates, there

would be a decrease in errors as the per cent of

frequently-used words increased. However, this

absence of correlation indicates that errors made
are not a measure cf difficulty in the typewriting

copy so far as per cent of frequently-used words

is concerned.
L. The study indicated that there is no relationship

between the amount of copy typewritten and the
number of errors made in typewriting that copy.



Teachers ordinarily expect pupils todecreasethe

rate of production when errors are made. How- 1

ever, this study indicates that errors had no effect

on production.

5. There were correlations between per cent of frequently-

used words and the factors, stroke intensity of syllablea

syllabic intensity of words, and stroke intensity of

words.
The mathematical studies made between per cent

of frequently-used words and the foregoing factors

indicated that the relationship between per cent of

frequently-used words and these factors was slight.

Therefore, this evidence indicates that per cent of

frequently·used words may be considered a true

variable.

Recomendations

The following recoendations are made on the basis of

the results of this investigation:

1. The writer feels further investigation is necessary

to determine whether or not per cent of frequently-

used words is a true variable. It may be that

per cent of frequently-used words is so interrelated
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with other factors that it is not clearly dis-

tinguishable from those factors.

2. Per cent of frequent1y—used wods should be

considered as a difficulty factor in the con-

struction of typewriting textbook material and

that material should be arranged according to

difficulty.3.

The writer feels some future research worker

should devise a formula which can be used to

measure the production on all copy according

to a standard difficulty.

4. In using straight·copy material for testing

typewriting ability, teaehers should recognize

per cent of frequently•used words as one of

the measures of difficulty of the copy.
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SAMPLE LETTER SENT TO TEXTBOOK PUBLISHERS

Gentlemen:
We are writing you at this time to request permission
to use material from your textbook in a thesis study
which we are planning to conduct.
Material is to be drawn at random from five type-
writing texts to aid in conducting a testing program
for a graduate study. This is a study concerning the
effect of syllabic intensity, per cent of frequently- ·
used words, stroke intensity, syllabic stroke intensity,
and the like upon difficulty in typewriting copy.

This study is to be conducted under the guidance of
Dr. Harry Huffman, Head, Department of Business Edu-
cation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
Virginia.

We would like to reproduce from your textbook certain
straight-copy matter for use in testing. In our study
we are by no means endeavoring to make a comparison
of typewriting texts.

It is our hope that the results of this study will prove
useful in the business field.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, and we shall
sincerely appreciate it if you will grant us permission
to use material from your book. Please let us hear from
you in the near future.

Very truly yours,
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Business men and women have a keen interest in the work that 60

students and teachers are doing in the classrooms of our schools, for 129

they realize that out of the schools will come the men and women who 197

will be the next leaders in business. Leadership is not now the ex— 265

clusive privilege of men. There is quite a large number of women who 33h

lead the parade, so to speak, of those who achieve the unusual and worth noe

while in business. There is just as much chance for success now as b73

there has ever been, but the world of business requires more of its 5h0

workers now than it did before. 571

As I talk with business men and women, I often ask them to tell me 637

just what I shall say to young men and women who are now enrolled in the 709

business education curriculum. For the most part, I get the same 77h

suggestion—-in different words, of course, but the same in thought. 8hl

They say business requires workers who can work without constant super— 912

vision, who can prove their own work and know that it is right or 977

wrong. They say, too, that employers expect students, while yet in 10hh

school, to learn to work up to capacity, to form the habit of holding 1113

themselves to their best work at all times. There is no place in business 1187

for the lazy man or woman. 1213

Rcproduced from TPENTIETH CENTUFY TYPETRITING, by special arrangement with-
and permission of-—the publishers, South;West6¤n Publishing Compcny,—Cincinnati
Now YorkI Öhicago. Dallas San Francisne. I
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There is another point which cannot be put in the form of a rule, 65

but which it is very necessary for you to understand if you wish to l32

learn effectively. Briefly it is this: Improvement is not regular, 200

but goes in waves. If you observe yourself while learning to type- 267

write, or indeed in doing anything else, you will notice this. There 336

will be periods, perhaps lasting considerable time, during which you will MO9

not progress. Then all of a sudden, you will make a big advance. In M78

the language of technical psychology these periods of no progress are 5h7

called "plateaus" and the moments of swift advance are called "spurts." 6l8

Plateaus and spurts are found in every kind of learning, so you need not 690

be surprised or disturbed about them. You should know what te do t• 758

make the plateaus as brief as possible, and to encourage the arrival 826

of spurts. 836

Reprcduced from RHYTHKIC TYPEVRITING, hy special arrangement with-and
permission of-the publishers, The Ronald Press Company, New York.
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From time to time you set yourself to the task of forming new habits 68

or of breaking yourself of bad habits into which you may have fallen. 137

To save time and to aid you to reach your goal, you ought to know the 206

best way to go about the job. 235

First of all, you must have clearly in your mind all the details of 302

the new habit you wish to form. If, for instance, you wish to form 369

habits that will make you a good pole vaulter, you need to study correct Mbl

form in all the aspects of that sport. M79

Next, you will want to make sure that you have clearly in your mind Sb6

the goal at which you are aiming. If you wish to learn to write a better 619

hand, you need to learn correct posture at the desk; but you also need 689

to have in your mind a picture of how well-written letters look. 753

Of course, you always want your typewritten notes and letters to look 822

neat and attractive. For that reason you will need to study the well- 892

written and properly arranged typewritten notes and letters which appear 96h

in this book. 977

Reproduced from ROTE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with--and
permission of—-the publishers, The H. H. Rowe Company, Baltimore, Chicago,
San Francisco.

‘
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Hhen the secretary·writes a letter, she has a plan by which 59

she works. She may carry that plan in her mind, or she may make 123

notes or an outline of the letter she is to write; then she sits 187

down at her typewriter and writes the letter. 232

A business letter is a good letter when it achieves the 287 _

result at which it is aimed, Unless it actually gets that result- 35M

unless it collects the bill, answers the question, makes the adjust- M22

ment, sells the goods or produces a mental attitude which leads to M88

a sale-·it is not a good letter, no matter how attractive its arrange· 558

ment or how perfect its English may be. If you aspire to be a secre— 627

tary, rest assured that one of the qualifications you will need to 693

possess is the ability to write business letters—«write them in a 758

human, interesting, and forceful way. Letters are the shuttles 821

which fly back and forth to weave the big web of commerce, The 88M

secretary is a secretary largely because she has the ability to 9M7

sit down at her typewriter and compose letters which will favorably 101M

represent her employer to the outside world. 1058

Reproduced from ROTE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with-
and permission of——the publishers, The H. M, Rowe Company, Baltimore, Chicago,
San Francisco.
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How many residents of your town are not now huying power from 61

you hut would gladly come on your line if they were sure that their 128

hills each month would not exceed a certain nominal figure, such as, 196

for instance, $1 a month? 221

How many additional users of your power do you think you could get 287

if you could guarantee that the hills would never exceed $1 a month? 355

In every town there are always a number of people who would like hl9

to have electricity, hut who feel that they cannot afford it. Yet, if h89

these same people were sure that their hills would never he more than a 560

certain amount, they would buy their power from you and would constitute 632

a very satisfactory increase in your load. 67h

You can obtain this additional load by offering power to this class 7hl

of customers at a "flat rate" and limiting the maximum demand hy the use 813

of an Excess Indicator, which, as you undouhtedly know, is a device that 885

causes all the lamps in the house to flicker if more lights than the 953

customer agrees to pay for in his f1at—rate agreement with you are 1019

turned on at any one time. lOb5

Reproduced from TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by special arrangement with,-and
·permission of--the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, Chicago,

San Francisco, Dallas•
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A week went by, as I have said, and the season of the line storm was 68

near at hand. On the morning in question there were flags at the top of lhO

the pole by the south light telling of a gale that was slowly creeping 2lO

up the coast. It was Monday, and during the night the barometer had 278

gone down very rapidly and the sky showed such signs of coming bad 3hh

weather that not one of the fishermen cared to venture out of the harbor; hl7

but all busied themselves with going aboard their boats and tying up h85

the sails and rigging and making everything secure against what all knew 557

was surely to come.
576

At the regular time, however, Hr. Nemo and the young woman came 639

down from the cottage with the usual basket of luncheon and went aboard 7lO

the "Maud." As the man was untying the sails a gray-haired old 773

veteran of the sea walked to the edge of the wharf and said: "I say, 8h2

Cap, there is bound to be a regular clewed topsail gale before night, 9ll

and there is going to be a mighty nasty sea; I would stay on shore 978

if I were you,"
993

RGPPGÖHGGÖ fP¤¤ TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by special arrangement vdth„-and
permission of--the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York,
Chirago San Francisco, Dallas,
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Most pupils think they know how to read, but very few of them really 58

do. There are two methods of reading in the preparation of lessons. 135

The first of these is the general reading which you give your subject 205

matter to see what it is all about• In this preliminary reading, go as 276

fast as you can while still getting the main points and ideas• Read all 3hS

the words of a line at once, if you can. Practice making as few stops bl8

with your eyes as possible, and you will save time, just as the limited h89

train saves time over the local. In all reading, read ideas, not words. 561

For your second reading, concentrate upon the difficult portions of 628

your work, You do not need to spend time upon easy things. Have a 695

dictionary close at your elbow, and look up the words which you do not 765

know and.which are necessary for the understanding of the lesson. When 836

you have finished a paragraph or a section, stop and think about it. Sum 909

up the facts in your mind. Make good notes in outline form. 969

Beprednced from COMPLETE TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement wdtha—and
permission of-—the puklishers, Allyn and Bacon Company, Boston•
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are these "other factors" that all beginning workers must 62

have to make their skill worth while? It was the lack of these quali- 132

ties that had caused Ray to fail. Businessmen seemed to feel that 198

Ray was not alone in his failure because of the lack of these traits. In 271

finding for Ray the key to his own puzzling failures, I may give help 3hO

to some other beginner who needs to unlock the door to new oppor- MOS

tunities. The starting point must be what the businessman wants- h70

and he says that he wants workers who are accurate and careful, Tapt 539

and courtesy, too, must be ingrained traits. These four traits help 607

one to get along with others, They are just a few of the "other 671

factors" that make for success, but they offer an excellent beginning 7h0

for the student who would train for success in business„
l 796

Reproduced from TDENTIETH CENTURY TYPEWRITING, by special arrangement with--

and permission of- the publishers, South-Western Publishing Company, Cincinnati,
New York, Chicago, Dallas, San Franciscoq
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There is hardly an hour in the day when the secretary does not 62

exercise initiative in small things as well as in great things. She 130

makes sure that a sufficient supply of working materials is always 196

at hand. She thinks ahead and senses that her employer will need 261

certain papers in arriving at a conclusion on a business problem; 326

she uses her initiative and gets those papers together so that they 393

will be ready when they are needed. From time to time she brings to the M65
attention of her superior news items or cther material which she knows S35

will be of interest to him. For that reason she scans trade papers 602

that come to her employer*s desk, Often she is able to “boil down" 669
an article and then present it, in abstract form, to her employer. 735

In all these ways she makes herself useful——and indeed indispensable-— 805

in activities which lie entirely beyond the plane of the mechanical 872
and the routine. 888

Heproduced from HOME TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with—·and
permission of•-the publishers, The H. M. Howe Compan, Baltimore, Chicago,San Francisco. ,
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That is just what happened to the system by which correspondence had 68
been conducted when the typewriter made its appearance. From that day 138
a new meaning was given to the word "amanuensis"; it had always been 206
translated as "one who writes for another,“ but it has meant ever 271
since “one who takes dictation in shorthand and transcribes that dictation 3hS
on a typewriter." It is not necessary to follow the history of the M12
machine for it is known to everybody: first the upper case only; then h82
the machine using capitals and small letters, now known as the invisible; 555
then the visible writing machine, and we have it in that form alone today. 629

Now then, having the machine in its most up—to-date form, let us 693
look at it a little and see what it is good for——wherein it is really of 765
worth and what service it renders to the world. There is one peculiar 835
thing about this combination of keys and levers; it has such a hold in 905
business life that, were it possible to wipe it out entirely in a single 977
day, on that day the wheels of commerce would be stopped as effectually l0h8
as if they were overthrown by some convulsion of nature. ll0h

§Z§;ÄE§ZEÄ from TYPING FOR BUSINESS, by special arrangement with-and
permission of——the publishers, The Gregg Publishing Company, New York, Chicago,San Francisco, Dallas.
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A good stenographer is also distinguished by the fact that she 62

always uses apostrophes correctly, The confusion of words similarly 130

pronounced and the incorrect use or omission of the apostrophe are 196

two of the most glaring faults found in transcripts produced by 259

poor stenographers, Remember that secretaries come from the ranks 325

of good stenographers, not from the ranks of poor stenographers, The 39h

rules for the use of the apostrophe are easily mastered, Keep in b59

mind, first of all, that the possessive forms of pronouns are written 528

without any apostrophes, Some people confuse contractions with the 595

possessive forms of pronouns, Keep your eyes open for a noun.with 8661

an s—ending followed immediately by another noun, In all probability 730

the first of the two nouns is in the possessive case and requires an 798

apostrophe, 809

The chief reason for the omission of apostrophes where they 868

are required does not at all lie in failure to understand how to 932

form the possessive case, but failure to understand that a particular 1001

noun is in the possessive case, 1032

Reproduced from REWE TYPING, Second Edition, by special arrangement with—— A

and permission of-the publishers, The H, I, Rowe Company, Baltimore,
Chicago, San Francisco,

ll
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SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT T0 PRINCIPALSOF PARTICIPATINGSCHOOLSDear

Sir:
Under the direction of Dr. Harry Huffman, Head, Department
of Business Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
Blacksburg, Virginia, we are planning a thesis study in
typewriting.
To date, we have selected five typewriting texts from which
we shall draw at random samples of typewriting copy to be
used in preparing tests for 660 advanced typewriting stu-
dents in the State of Virginia. This testing program shall
in no way try to prove that students of one school are more
efficient in typewriting than students in another school.
In fact, when the tests are returned to us from the various
schools we shall mix them together before attempting to
determine the results. 0ur sole aim shall be to determine
the ease or difficulty in typewriting copy now in use.
At this time we are requesting that you grant us permission
tc use your advanced typewriting students in our testing
program.’ If you will grant us this permission, we feel
you will be participating in a study which we sincerely
hope will contribute to the improvement of business edu-
¢atiC¤•

Please return the enolosed card at your earliest conveni-
ence indicating your pleasure relative to this matter. We
are writing the Head of your Business Department at this
time, but we shall not proceed with the study until we have
received your authorisation.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Very truly yours,



SAMPLE OF LETTER SENT TO BUSINESS TEACHERS
IN PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Dear Business Teacher:
Under the direction of Dr. Harry Huffman, Head, Department
of Business Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacks·
burg, Virginia, we are planning a thesis study in typewriting.

To date, we have selected five typewriting texts from which
we shall draw at random samples of typewriting copy to be
used in preparing tests for 660 advanced typewriting students
in the State of Virginia. This testing program shall in no
way try to prove that students of one school are more effi-
cient in typewriting than students in another school. In
fact, when the tests are returned to us from the various
schools we shall mix them together before attempting to de-
termine results. Our sole aim shall be to determine the ease
or difficulty in typewriting copy now in use.

At this time we are requesting that you grant us permission
te use your advanced typewriting students in our testing
program. If you will grant us this permission, we feel that
you will be participating in a study which we sincerely hope
will contribute to the improvement of business education.

Please return the enclosed card at your earliest convenience
indicating your pleasure relative to this matter. If you
are willing for us to use your students, please include the
number of advanced typewriting students you have available.

We have written your principal requesting permission tc use
your students in conducting this study, and we are sincerely V
hoping you and your principal will cooperate with us. A V
complete manual of instructions for administering the tests V
will be mailed you with the tests. This study shall in no V
way evaluate the efficiency of your teaching or the progress V
of your students. V

Very truly yours,
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I am willing for my business department

to cooperate in this study.

Principal

School

T REPLY CARD TO PRINCIPAL

I will be glad to aid you in this study.

Number of Students

Teacher

School

REPLY CARD TO TEACHER N

—‘



INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN THE EXPERIMENT N

This is not a test of your typewriting skill. You are

participating in an experiment to determine the factors that

contribute to the difficulty of the material you are copying.
Therefore, you need not calculate net words per minute unless
otherwise instructed by your teacher.

a. Type in upper right-hand corner code
number which is given in the upper
right-hand corner of each test.

b. Use a 70—space line and double spacing.
c. Upon completion of timed writing, circle

errors, write total strokes and number of
errors at the top of your timed writing.
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1 INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS ADMINISTEHING THE TESTS

We are sending you, in booklet form, the timed writings
which you so generously agreed to administer for us in our
thesis study. In the preliminary request we sent you, we
asked for the number of second•year typewriting students you
have available. This was an attempt to place the tests at
a level in typewriting speed of AO words per minute. In a
number of cases, we are not sending a test for each student
because of the difficulty in ailing. Therefore, please
administer the ll timed writings to students in accordance
with the number of booklets we are sending you.

It is extremely important that regulations be followed
in administering these timed writings in order to have uni-
formity in all schools participating. Will you please con-
sider the following in administering the timed writings.

1. Each booklet is designed for one student and that
student must complete all of the timed writings in
the booklet gg ggg order gg_which theg ggg arranged.
a. A student may make up a timed writing on another

day if he should be absent and miss the writings
given one day. Qg not ermit another student
gg com lets the wri€IH s In €hE€”BUUKLET, However,
evegg EImed H?ItIng In €hE_booEIe€ mus? be com-
p eted.

b. Unless this regulation is followed, the timed
writings typed from that booklet will not be
valid •

‘ 2. Each timed writing is to be five minutes in length.
If the material is completed before time is called
have student repeat the material.

3. Upon completing the ll timed writings (in each of
the booklets we send you) have students sta le their
co ies to ether gg the order gg wHIcH ggg timed
wrItIngs Have Been HEHen.

A. Please destrog or return gg us the booklets which
we send ggg. THIs Is extremdIy°IEportant In order
tHat we may be protected from infringement of the
copyright law.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO TEACHERS ADMINISTERING THE TESTS (Concluded)

5. You need not check these tests• You may utilize Y
the results of these timed writings as you would
any other timed writings you administer„ We are
interested only in the copy typed by the student
and his output as evidenced by the errors and
strokes. By this evidence we shall attempt to
measure the difficulty of the material•

We would like for these timed writings to be completed
and returned to us by May 22• You are at liberty to
administer as many of these timed writings within one day
as you wish•

You will be notified individually concerning return
postage•

Y
Y
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I · WILLIAMS WORD LIST

Words Which Are Common to the First Thousand of the Rinsland, Thorndike-Lorge,and Horn Word Lists ’ I
A I

T
a anything big care doctor
able are bill carry _ does
about arm bit child done
above around black . children don't
afraid as blue church door
after ask board city down
afternoon at book class dress
again away both close during
against B box club E
age baby bby„ cold each
ago back bring come early
all bad brother coming I eat
almost bank brought company eight
alone be building could either
along beautiful busy country else
already because but course end
also become ‘buy

cut enjoy
although bed by D enough I
always been C dance even Iam before call dayeveningan

being came dear ever I
and believe can did every

Ianother best cannot different everything
answer better can' t ädinner except
any between car do
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F G he instead light* . . II face game head into like
fair gave health is line
fall get hear it little
family girl heard its live
far give held J long
farm given help job

t
look

father glad her just lost
feel go here K lot
feet going high keep love
felt gone him kept low
few good himself kind M
find got his knew make
fine government history know make
fire great hold known man
first ground home L many
five guess hope lady March
floor H hot land may
for had hour large me
forget hair house last mean
found half how late
meetfourhand hundred learn men
free happy I leave met
friend hard I left might
from has if- let mind
front hat important letter mine
full have in life miss
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money O plant school spend

month of play second spring

more off please see stand

morning office poor seen start

most often power sell state

mother oh present send station

Mr, old president sent stay

Mrs, on pretty set still

much once put seven stop

music one Q several store

must only quite shall story

my open R she street •

myself or rain ship strong

N other read short study

name our ready should such

near out real show suit

nearly over really sick summer

need own red side suppose
Q never P remember since sure

new paper rest sister sweet

news part right six T

. next party road sleep take

nice pay room small taken

night people run so talk

no person S sold teach

not picture said some tell

nothing piece same something ten

now place saw sometimes than

number plan say soon thank
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N that train
N the tried N

theirtripthem

try

then turn

there twenty

these two

they U

thing under

think until

third up

thirty upon

this us

those use

though V

thought very

thousand visit

three

through

till

time

to

today ·

together

told

tomorrow

too

took
town

.lilegg es._........l.................................................................-......J
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I CALCULATION SHEET FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
I OF ERRORS MADE

I. Sum of Squares, Total:
· Raw Sum of Squares 1,986,373.00

Correction
TermCorreetedSum of Squares , .

II. Sum of Squares, Treatments:
Raw Sum of Squares 1,818,161.83
Correotion Term ~1,Z8§,%;0.äg
Oorreeted Sum of Squares , .
Divisor 120
Mean Square 239.76

III. Sum of Squaree, Replicatee:
Raw Sum of Squares l,8&&,5A5.8O
Correction Term -1,Z8Q,3QO.ä1
Corrected Sum of Squarea 55,15b. 3Divisor 5
Mean Square 11,030.97

IV. Sum of Squaree, Rowe (Adj.):

Raw Sum of Squares 126,213.22
Correction Term -66,186.äO
Corrected Sum of Squares , 2 . 2
Divisor 60
Mean Square , 1,000.LS

V. Sum of Squares, Columne (Adj.):

Raw Sum of Squares 79,9h2.L3
Oorrection Term -66,186.äO
Corrected Sum of Squares 3.75 .
Divisor 60
Mean Square 229.27

VI. Correction to Rows, .016693 Correction to Columns, .01169

al. __. lle „Al.„._._....................................................
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1 CALCULATION SHEET FOR ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

E OF STROKES TYPED
I. Sum of Squaree, Total:

Raw Sun of Squaree 27,546,130,264
Correction Term —2Z,264,ZZ1,15}
Corrected Sum of Squares 2 1,359,111

II. Sum of Squaree, Treatmente:
Raw Sum of Squares . 163,939,682,988Divieor 6
Raw Sum of Squaree, Divided 27,32},280,498Correction Term -2Z,26%,Zgl,l§QCorrected Sum of Squares 5 ,5 9,345
Divieor 120Mean Square b87.578

III. Sum of Squaree, Heplicateez
Raw Sum of Squaree 3,307,962,84l,040Divieor ' 121
Raw Sum of Squaree, Divided 27•3ä8•535•876
CorrectionTermggräectedSum of Squaree • • 5

IV. Sum of Squaree, Howe (Adj.):
Raw Sum of Squaree l97,482,212Correction Term -88,5lZ,655
Corrected Sum of Squaree 1 ,9 h,557Divieor 60
Mean Square 1,816,076

V. Sum of Squaree, Columne (Adj.):
Hav Sum of Squaree 97.398,904
Correction Term ·88,äl;,6§g
Corrected Sum of Squaree , ,24
Divisor 60
Mean Square 148,021

VI. Correction to Howe, 0.01753Correction to Columne, 0.0101877
Adjueted Mean Square of Treatments 38,896,170
Effective Error Mean Square 2h3.826
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V CALCULATIONS FOR OORRELATIONS
Ü I. Raw Sum of Squares, Per Cent of

Frequently-Used Words 48.772
Correctiou Term -58.368

V Corrected Sum of Squares 0.354
II. Raw Sum of Squares, Test Score 4,53},552.066

Oorrection Term -4,§2Z,08Z.Z20
Corrected Sum of Squares ,b h•3h

III. Raw Sum of Cross Products 468,287.31O
Correction Term -46],228.520
Corrected Sum of Cross Products 35 .72

IV. (Correlation 0oefficie¤t)2 : 128I630,03 : Q•Q5623
{ { °

V. Carrelation Coefficient 0.237

I
I
I
I


